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CONTROL RUNTIME FUNCTIONALITY

CONTROL Basis for PLC and motion control functionality. 
This symbol is placed by the hardware available.

PRO Professional function scope for the KEB automation 
platform (cam discs, electronic gears, angle synchronization).

ADVANCED Advanced function scope for the KEB automation 
platform (CNC functionality, G-Code, prepared movements).

BASIC Basic function scope for the KEB automation platform 
(IEC 61131-3 Standard and KEB Basic libraries).
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CONTROL RUNTIME

HIGHLIGHTS

• Editors, functions and libraries are already fully available, right from the basic version
• Function modules for movement and control of drives shorten the engineering 
• Standard equipment: versatile communication facilities from control to fi eld level

BASIC FUNCTIONALITY

The entry-level product for the KEB range of control systems is CONTROL 
Runtime Basic. Even at the basic level, the real-time program core guaran-
tees the deterministic behaviour with a jitter in the μs range. This clears 
the way for true multitasking without program-induced restrictions.

Deterministic communication channels such as EtherCAT® or CANopen 
today off er the possibility of using decentralised drive hardware simulta-
neously as remote I/O points. Also, digital cam switchgear can be achieved 
via the incremental encoder positions, without additional hardware.

KEB’s basic solution is generally suitable for movement controllers in 
which the tasks are divided over controller and drives.
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* KEB-specifi c drive functions for regulated operation of three-phase motors without encoder feedback.
** KEB-specifi c drive functions for regulated operation of PM motors without encoder feedback.

More comfort is provided by simple function block interfaces with which 
the desired movements of the KEB drives can be programmed more eas-
ily. Both movements and administrative tasks can be operated with one 
module. These program function blocks can be executed in cyclic or acyclic 
communication mode, since the motion profi les are produced within the 
KEB drives. Because of the continuity within the KEB engineering soft-
ware, the axis data is available throughout a project.

• Point-to-point positioning 
• Rotation speed control 
• Rotation speed and torque control in encoderless operation with 

ASCL (*) and SCL (**)
• Motor control with feedback
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CONTROL RUNTIME

BASIC FUNCTIONALITY

Libraries, communication drivers and all fundamental features of 
COMBIVIS studio 6 are already available in the BASIC level. Because com-
munication with other systems is still one of the decisive topics in auto-
mation, the KEB control system is designed to be open and flexible in all 
directions from Ethernet communication to the established fieldbus.

KEB supports users in programming with tools and prepared function 
modules - for basic functions in the same way as for sophisticated appli-
cations.

KEB CONTROL TECHNOLOGY SPEAKS DIRECTLY TO THE FOLLOWING FIELDBUS PROTOCOLS:

• Complex PID regulators, 
• Ramp generators 
• Drive functions 
• FTP and web servers 
• Temperature regulators 
• File handling
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CONTROL RUNTIME

PRO FUNCTIONALITY

As an extended solution, CONTROL Runtime PRO is also based on the 
 programming standards IEC 61131-3 and PLC Open. The controllers and 
their interfaces to the drive regulators work with open, manufacturer- 
independent commands which correspond to the definitions of the PLC 
Open user organisation. The result is maximum flexibility in the choice of 
devices and code portability even if different manufacturer platforms are 
used on the controller side. 

In the PRO solutions, the system transfers the movement profiles of all 
axes via the deterministic communication bus. In this way the number of 
possible profiles is unlimited and the profile itself can be changed in one 
movement cycle with a short reaction time. KEB offers an efficient solution 
for current and future machine developments.

HIGHLIGHTS

• Motion control in real-time 
• Adaptation of the movement task on the fly
• Simple conversion into application units 
• Axis control libraries create order
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Beyond the basic level, CONTROL Runtime PRO off ers additional libraries and graphic tools for the implementation of complex mechanical movement 
functions. What the tools produce is managed within the PLC program. So the setup of a machine can be changed very easily on a product change by 
recipe management. 

Consequently, the time required for unproductive changeover is reduced. Another detail of the PRO Version: with the Abstract Drive Interface, KEB 
 provides technology which can control various hardware types (drives, axes, hydraulics) in a project in one and the same way.

Axis confi guration

Confi guration of external actuators

Axis scaling
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CONTROL RUNTIME

PRO FUNCTIONALITY

DRIVE LIBRARIES

In automation, libraries serve the purpose of storing content so that it can 
be used again in a similar way for other projects, with very little to zero 
adaptation cost. The library areas of COMBIVIS studio 6 are therefore de-
signed so that drives can be integrated more quickly or movement profi les 
programmed more effi  ciently. 

The KEB Axis Utility library thus constitutes a proven means for greatly 
reducing project development time. The axis control solutions range from 
simple speed or positioning modes to complex synchronised movement 
tasks, such as cam discs, electronic gears or angle synchronisation. 

Thanks to the combination of languages of IEC 61131-3 and integrated 
input aids, programmers can simply add an axis, select the movement 
behaviour and monitor the axis status - all with one function block.
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CAM EDITOR

The graphic editor of COMBIVIS studio 6 gives users a powerful tool 
with which they can produce and digitally manage cam profi les. System 
 developers appreciate the layout options most. These extend from linear 
or spline interpolators to loss compensation for cam switchgear.

Cam profi les are stored in table form and can be changed in real-time via 
the IEC function blocks. So developers can store many cam profi les directly 
in the control system for retrieval at any time.

Cam disc editor
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CONTROL RUNTIME

ADVANCED FUNCTIONALITY

If CNC functions are required in an application, CONTROL Runtime AD-
VANCED is used. This extension to the PRO solution contains CNC transfor-
mation libraries and the CNC language interpreter to DIN 66025 (G-code). 

The CNC library contains function blocks in order to use internally stored 
NC fi les for the project, or load external NC fi les (ASCII/.txt fi les). The 
combination of KEB control and ADVANCED functionality allows more 
complex tasks to be processed, with over 30,000 ISO code process lines, 
while  simultaneously retaining the standard SPS fl exibility. Predefi ned 
graphics templates also allow the simulation of movements and entire 
applications. 

In general, CONTROL Runtime ADVANCED has no fi xed performance limits. 
The limiting parameters therefore are only the computing performance of 
the control system and the transmission speed of the bus system.

HIGHLIGHTS

• CNC G-code to DIN66025
• Higher function scope with low programming complexity
• Numerous movement, safety functions and transformations included
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Powerful CNC coordinate transformations: The CNC program is translated into the true me-
chanical configuration in real-time for all points of the three-dimensional Cartesian axes. For 
companies who want to integrate their own robot movement in the machine project, we 
recommend the CNC Transformer library. 

The advantage of seamless integration is the absence of a separate communication connec-
tion between robot control and IPC - which ultimately improves the machine performance 
and synchronization.

The five-axis transformation allows control of a kinematic consisting of the following ele-
ments: three linear XYZ spatial axes for positioning a tool head freely in space, and two fur-
ther axes for rotating and tilting the tool head.

Transformation of an articulated arm robot with six rotary axes and  degrees of freedom 
(DoF). The three orientation axes of the robot arm intersect at a single point, the wrist centre 
point.

With CONTROL Runtime ADVANCED, the motion behind a movement are less relevant for 
writing the CNC program. Users can therefore concentrate more on developing the best over-
all mechanical and electronic solution for their application. The KEB solution supports the 
following movement:

• Five-axis transformation
• Two- and three-dimensional gantry systems with functions for cutting, tool correction 

and stationary axes 
• Scara systems with two and three arms
• Parallel systems as bipod and tripod with vertical or rotary axes
• Robot movement with four and six axes
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CONTROL RUNTIME

ADVANCED FUNCTIONALITY

INPUT OF EXTERNAL DATA

and fi les (TXT and DXF)

SAFETY FUNCTIONS

to prevent external faults

With the CNC Editor to DIN 66025, COMBIVIS studio 6 off ers a 3D-motion 
tool. With this, users can use movement profi les with trusted G-code 
workpiece fi les, and also TXT, DXF and CAD fi les for controlling movement 
profi les. The KEB software tool can treat the G-code path as part of the 
compiled code, or process a buff ered external fi le which can in turn be 
edited in real time - a great advantage in longer processes.

Programming aids consist of a number of assistants for avoiding loops, for 
calculation of round or smooth paths, working with polynomials of the 3rd 
or 5th order, rotation speed limitation, 3D scaling, rotation and splitting.

The engineering approach of KEB makes the implementation of CNC tasks 
as simple as possible while retaining high fl exibility because the individual  
modules can easily be exchanged.

CNC EDITOR
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INTERPOLATION

and profi le generator

MOVEMENTS

in large numbers

DRIVE CONTROL

Drive position reference

CNC Editor

SAFETY FUNCTIONS

to prevent external faults
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CONTROL RUNTIME

SIMPLIFIED CONFIGURATION OF ROBOT APPLICATIONS

KEB CONTROL Runtime ADVANCED enables the user to conveniently confi gure complex robot axis groups with an integrated editor. The user can select 
the desired kinematics, parameterize and connect with the physical robot axes. The robot function is processed with standardized function blocks 
according to PLCopen MotionControl Part 4

With CNC the exact observance of the path with the given speed is in the foreground. It is assumed that the machine can follow these guidelines, so 
that the resulting speeds, accelerations and moments are tolerated by the machine.
For point-to-point (PTP) movements, path adherence is secondary. The movements in the axis space are defi ned by waypoints; between these points 
the movement is interpolated. The speed and acceleration limits of the axes are taken into account.

For continuous path movements (CP), the kinematics follows a programmed path. In contrast to the CNC, the speed, acceleration and jerk limits of the 
axes are taken into account. Under these conditions, the path is traversed as soon as possible.
For PTP movements, the calculation of the movement takes only one cycle, so that movements can be planned or changed immediately. The calculation 
of CP movements is more complex and usually requires more than one cycle.

DYNAMIC TRACKING

The built-in tracking function allows movements to be programmed relative to a moving product coordinate system. The tracking ensures that the 
movement of the product is automatically superimposed with the movement relative to the product. In simple cases, the product is on a conveyor belt 
or rotary table and moves with it. But it is also possible that the product is moved by a second robot
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CONVENIENT PARAMETERIZATION OF AXIS GROUPS FOR PREDEFINED KINEMATICS IN A SEPARATE EDITOR

• Integrated motion planning with coordinate values for robot positions in diff erent coordinate systems
• Function library with program blocks according to PLCopen Motion Part 4, such as: Eg MC_GroupEnable / Disable / Reset / ReadError, 

MC_MoveDirectAbsolute, MC_MoveDirectRelative, MC_GroupHalt, MC_GroupStop, MC_TrackConveyorBelt or MC_TrackRotaryTable
• Many supported kinematics with comfortable confi guration, eg. Various portal robots (2/3/5 axes), bipod / tripod robots, scara 

robots
• Additional tool kinematics
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A system consisting of hardware and software package is available 
for the CNC application. In addition to the integrated CNC kernel for 
the movement of the interpolated axes, it also contains the complete 
visualisation in a user-friendly interface. The HMI interface is designed 
for intuitive operation and off ers convenient features for executing the 
CNC application. The fl exible and scalable system solution, consisting 
of control, visualisation, safety technology, drives and motors, enables 
various applications in the fi eld of CNC.

KEB CNC SOLUTION

CNC SOLUTION

MACHINNE FUNCTIONS

• G-Code Editor
• Tool hopper handling
• Tool types management
• Machine and workpiece coordinate system management
• Path setup
• Spindle management
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ESCENTER

The time-optimised commissioning of the CNC kernel takes place in four 
simple steps:
• Defi nition of kinematics used
• Parameterisation of CNC settings
• Registration of axes
• Creation of variables for exchange in G-code (optional)

These settings and extensions are based on standards according to IEC 
61131-3 and DIN 66025. In addition, further G-code commands can be 
integrated and edited and subprograms retrieved in the G-code. Further-
more, the CNC kernel supports mathematical and logical expressions as 
well as string operators.

Core functions of the CNC solution:
• Manual/automatic mode
• Macros (WCS calibration function)
• M/T/S command functions

The type and scope of the CNC kernel can be adjusted according to the 
required kinematics. It works by default with the orientation at the tool 
center point (TCP). In the CNC kernel up to eleven interpolating axes in the 
Cartesian coordinate system can be worked with. Depending on the se-
lected kinematics, several axes are connected in a group.
.

HIGHLIGHTS

• Extensive CNC kernel
• Simple and fl exible confi guration
• User-friendly HMI
• Extension of machine functions via IEC 61131

• Scalable solution
• Time- and cost-optimised
• Safety


